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Teisho By Denkyo Kyozan Joshu Roshi 

Bodhi Manda Zen Center 

Fourth Day Dai-Sesshin, May 13, 1999 

Translator: Giko 

 

Mumonkan Case One 

Joshu’s Puppy 

 

THE CASE 

   A monk once asked Joshu, “Has a dog the Buddha nature?”  Joshu answered, “Mu.” 

 

 In Tathagata Zen we say that when we are born, we are already born as the dharmakaya.  

Religious people talk about God, so I suppose since we say that we are born as the dharmakaya, we can 

say that when we are born we are born as God.  But we also say that it isn’t the perfect God, it isn’t 

the complete dharmakaya that we are born as.   

 So the born child is like God, like the dharmakaya, like Buddha but not God, Buddha, the 

dharmakaya itself.  So you have to clearly manifest the wisdom that knows this principle. 

 Yesterday I was talking about these two mutually opposing activities of plus and minus, U and 

Mu, being and non-being, the activity that forms man and the activity that forms woman, or we could 

say tatha-gata and tatha-agata, the thus-going and thus-coming activities.   

 The easiest way is probably just to call them plus and minus, and yesterday I told you that when 

plus and minus meet they don’t fixate that meeting, they breakthrough the place of meeting, and plus 

arrives at the origin of minus, and minus goes on to arrive at the origin of plus.  When they 

breakthrough each other plus and minus both give 0.0000000001 of themselves, they sacrifice that 
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amount of themselves to complete the activity of breaking through, and then they go to arrive at the 

opposite’s origin.   

 The breakthrough of plus and minus does not occur unconditionally, and it is not the case that 

there is no result to this breakthrough.  When the breakthrough occurs, always there is a result.   

 And as I was telling you yesterday, this very important event occurs, when plus arrives at the 

origin of minus he no longer has anyplace to go, and so he, instead of going further forward, turns 

around, does an about faced, and looks back upon the world that he had walked through.  And minus 

also,the Mu activity, when she arrives at the origin of plus, the origin of U, she has experienced the U, 

being world.  There is no more U world for her to experience.   

 This is a very important state in which minus no longer has the need to experience the world of 

U, the world of being, and there are questions that come up about this that are important questions, 

but I will just leave them aside for now.   

 So anyway, minus turns around, just in the same way as plus turns around, and looks back upon 

the world she had experienced.  As I told you yesterday this is the situation in which minus has turned 

around and is now looking back towards her own origin, and plus has also turned around, and is now 

looking back toward his origin, the plus origin. 

 In this state where they both have turned around, and are looking back towards their own 

origins, for example, what is behind the plus activity?  And how about minus?  She is at the origin of 

plus, and has turned around, and so now, what is behind her?  What is in back of her?  And how 

about going back to what had happened previously, when minus first arrived at the origin of plus, we 

cannot say that there is no outside, how does she see the outside here?   

 And as I said, plus arrives at the origin of minus, and turns around, but before he turns around, 

when he has just arrived at the origin of minus, then what about the world of the outside, how does he 

look upon that world of the outside?  But this was the question I mentioned before that I don’t want 

to speak about right now, so we’ll just jump over this question, and leave it for later. 

 As I told you yesterday, when plus does turn around and look towards his own origin, he cannot 
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see it.  And minus, standing up on the origin of plus, turns around and looks back toward her origin to 

see it, but she cannot see it.  Why?  I think I told you the answer yesterday.   

 As I told you yesterday when minus arrives at the origin of plus she turns around, and what she 

sees is the world that she just experienced, the world of her oneness with the plus activity.  But her 

origin is behind that world, so she cannot see it.  And in the same way, when plus arrives at the origin 

of minus that place he arrives at is the place of the unity of plus and minus.  It is zero.  And I also 

told you yesterday that although we say that it is zero, it isn’t the perfect zero.   

 What I am saying is that you have to manifest the wisdom which clearly knows that neither plus 

nor minus are the complete self here.  They are not the complete space.  They are not the complete 

zero.  Plus is not the perfect plus, and minus is not the complete minus. 

 You cannot see yourself in this state so be careful not to go crazy here.  You have to be very 

careful, because some people when they reach this state they do go crazy.  It seems like these days a 

lot of people are going crazy.  It seems like so many people are going crazy, and then they visit a 

psychiatrist or a psychologist, and they confess, “I’m crazy.    Can’t you please help me?  I’m 

depending on you to take my craziness away.”  And these days they have discovered all sorts of 

medicines that can help cure your craziness, and so upon taking those medicines your mind, your 

heart, can return to a peaceful state.  But in Zen we don’t use medicines.   

 What Zen says in this situation is that since U and Mu, being and non-being cannot see 

themselves, cannot see their own origins they must do the activity of returning to their own place of 

birth in order to see themselves, find themselves.  And so they begin that activity of going back.  

Although in the actual activity there is no conscious function that thinks, “I must return home.”  It is a 

simple activity.   

 And I think also I told you yesterday that in order to go home both plus and minus have to 

transform themselves, and so plus takes the form of Mu, and does the activity of going home, and 

minus takes the form of U, being, and does that activity in order to go home.  Now this word that I am 

using “bakeru 化ける” which the translator always has difficulty with means to change yourself.  You 
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change your very self.  Like you turn yourself into something else.  So that the plus activity has now 

taken the form of doing the minus activity.  And the minus activity has changed herself into doing the 

plus activity. 

 For example, the you who is sitting, when you stand up, you cannot stand up through the 

activity of sitting.  So you have changed your function, your activity from the activity of sitting to the 

activity of standing.  You have transformed in that way.  You are always doing these activities, 

alternately, standing up and sitting down, over and over again, so you know what it means to 

transform yourself already.  So when we talk about this activity of transformation, I don’t know how 

other religions speak about it, but it is different than how we explain it.   

 In Tathagata Zen what I am trying to tell you is that we say that the activity of transforming, or 

changing your form, or your activity, is something that you do.  You do U, being.  And then you do 

Mu, non-being.  The activity of transformation is not something that is other than you.  When you 

sit in the zendo you are already experiencing the activity of transformation (honoring it?  “keigo 敬

語？警護？guarding it?).  One aspect of the very nature of what it means to be a self is to do the 

activity of transformation.  And in Zen we ask you to learn this principle right from the start. 

 So getting back to the story I was telling before, minus has now transformed into plus, and 

doing plus, and plus has now transformed into minus, and he is doing minus.  And they are on their 

way back to their places of birth.  And then again, in the midst of that activity, they meet each other.   

But this time, although we say they are manifesting this situation of meeting each other, somehow or 

another they just cannot seem to meet each other.  Why? 

 The reason is that they have run into the imperfect zero that they had previously manifested.  

When plus and minus both gave 0.00000001 of themselves, those two infinitesimal portions became 

one, became zero, but it is an imperfect zero, and now they have bumped into that.  It is an 

interesting situation.  How can they break through this kind of meeting?  The thing they have run 

into, we can say that from both the perspectives of plus and minus, is their child.  So of course they 
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cannot just throw that child away.  There is no place to throw it to anyway.   

 From the perspective of plus, who is now doing minus, he must take responsibility for the 

growth, the maturation of the child, and so he embraces the child, and continues moving towards his 

origin.  And the minus activity who is now doing plus also does the same activity.  She takes up, she 

grabs up the child, and then continues on her way towards her own source.  The thing that has 

appeared here is the child of both plus and minus, and so that is why they both do this activity.   

 It is very difficult to actually contemplate exactly what activity is going on here.  What do you 

think really happens?  For example, from the perspective of minus, who is now doing plus, when she 

runs into this child, do you think that she steals back the minus portion of the child that she had 

previously given, and then goes back to her origin?  And what about plus?  Do you think that he 

steals back the plus part of the child, and then go back to his origin?  Or, maybe this happens, what 

do you think?  Maybe the plus, who we could call the father, and the minus who we could call the 

mother, instead of stealing back from the child, maybe they take their entire body and give it to the 

child, and help the   child’s world, and both manifest themselves as the child.  This is a really hot 

problem in Zen.  From the old days there has always been really hot debate about exactly what 

happens here, exactly how to contemplate this, and from that hot debate many Zen flowers were 

caused to bloom.  So one way of thinking is to say that the mother and father steal back the portions 

of plus and minus they had previously given, and then keep on moving back to their own origins.  

That is one.  And then the other way of thinking is to think that mother and father both, 

simultaneously give their entire selves to the child, and stay in the place of the child.  So you can see 

how interesting this situation is.   

 If you keep on practicing seriously for five or six more years, then you really will run into this 

problem in your own experience, but since you aren’t there yet maybe you should simply let this 

whole go in one ear and out the other.   

 If we say that plus and minus completely steal back the portions of themselves they had given, 

and then return to their origins, then that state that was the child will be completely gone.  It will no 
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longer be there.  And one way of looking at this is to say that the child dissolves itself.  The child 

gives itself to the parents in order to help mother and father return to their original, complete, pure 

states.  In order to help the parents the child makes itself nothing.  Without the child dissolving itself 

mother and father cannot return to the state of the origin.  So please  carefully contemplate this for 

yourself. 

 But then there is another way of looking at it, we can say that when the child dissolves itself it 

has actually received the activities of mother and father, and so then the child itself is manifesting the 

activities of plus and minus, father and mother.  What I am saying is that plus and minus have 

completely stolen up the child, and now are the perfect plus and minus.  But we say that from the 

perspective of the child, although the child has dissolved itself, although the child has done the activity 

of no-self, and dissolved itself, and so you might think that the child is completely gone here, 

oppositely the child actually has grown, has expanded.  Through dissolving itself it expands, it grows.  

And so if we can say that the first condition of the child was a condition of having received 

0.000000001 of both activities, now the imperfect space which is the child has grown up to be the 

imperfect unification of zero of 0.000000002 of each.   

 But don’t forget that as the child gets fatter, the mother and father are getting thinner. 

 In this case, even though plus and minus have returned to their origins, the three worlds of 

mother, father, and child are still existing, they have not stopped existing.  But that condition of the 

three worlds of mother, father, and child cannot continue endlessly.  Plus and minus again have to 

meet each other directly, and so they do the activity of meeting each other, and then again they bump 

into the child.  And this is an even more difficult problem, because in order for the plus and minus 

activities to breakthrough this meeting they have to give a bigger portion of themselves.  Maybe now 

they have to give 0.00000003 in order to do this breakthrough. 

 Although people say that they are doing Zen practice, if you just understand this koan in a 

psychological way there is no way you can really completely pass through it.  But it is really a hard 

problem. 
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 But going back to that very first problem when plus and minus are meeting their child for we 

can say the first time, when we say that the child dissolves itself, or that the parents cause the child to 

dissolve, we can also say that they have together, at the same time, embraced the child.  That they 

both are having, or holding the child together.  What I am asking you to  carefully contemplate for 

yourself is that when both mother and father, both minus and plus are holding this  imperfect zero 

space which is their child together, isn’t that situation the situation of the world of the three worlds 

having become one world?  Everybody will say, “Of course Roshi.  Of course that’s right.”  When 

the mother is embracing the child the father isn’t looking off somewhere else thinking, “I don’t know 

them!”  He is embracing the child right together with the mother, isn’t he?!  And this is when we 

say the perfect new self is manifest.   

 The activity that I am describing is what we call the condition of the origin.  And this activity of 

the origin repeats over and over again, until finally the child which is being manifest within this 

condition of the origin actually has the form of a human being.  In this condition that I have been 

describing up until now, the condition of the origin is the condition in which the child has not been 

born yet.  We can say that the child has not been born outside of the mother yet.  And one way that 

we teach in Buddhism is to say that this takes ten years.  After ten years of being in the condition of 

the origin finally the child has the form of a human being, and the baby is born.  Thank you for your 

hard work mother!  For ten years you had that child inside your belly and you were nurturing that 

child until finally it was born.  When I say ten years here that is the equivalent of whatever people say 

nowadays it takes to have a baby, however many months or weeks.  And when the child is actually 

born that is when the worlds of past, present, and future are first manifest.  That world of ten years, 

that world that was the world in which the child was maturing was a world that did not have past, 

present, and future.  The child was maturing, but it was not truly born yet.  So it is not a mistake to 

think of these ten years as ten weeks (months? Roshi said weeks but...).   

 But then after the child is born we say that it takes this child one hundred years to age one 

year.  So what I am saying is that when you think “one year” that is equivalent to a hundred years in 
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Buddhism.  This kind of interesting way of talking about this probably is the child of the mixture of 

Buddhist thinking with the way of thinking of the very patient Indian people.  So this child grows and 

grows, aging one year every hundred years, and then after it becomes 84,000 years old finally it 

reaches the point where it does not need to get any older.   

 You have to be a very patient, leisurely type to tell stories like this.   

 Remember I am telling you that every hundred years the child ages one year, and so when I say 

it has become 84,000 years old, it has really taken it 84,000 times 100 years to get there.   

 But then after reaching 84,000 years old, then it turns around and starts shedding one years 

every hundred years at a time, until finally it gets back to the original ten years old.  Finally at this 

point it has gotten back to the original source.  The time that the child takes from going from the 

original ten years old to 84,000 years old is what we call one increasing kalpa.  But actually, then the 

time that it takes to go from the 84,000 years back to the ten years is called one decreasing.  So 

actually we have a term in Buddhism which is  “One kalpa of increasing and decreasing” which means 

the entire time that it took to go from ten to 84,000 and back.   

 And if we say that one kalpa, meaning one increasing and decreasing kalpa is a kalpa, then after 

twenty of those kalpas of increasing and decreasing we can say that the human being has completed 

the “I must live” stage of its nature.  (100x84,000x2x20=336,000,000)  This is a long, long time, 

twenty kalpas.  I mean you cannot really calculate this easily.  These old very patient, leisurely Indian 

story tellers had lots of different ways of explaining what a kalpa is, and one of them is that there is a 

giant block of marble a cubic mile, and once every hundred years an angel comes down and gently 

touches that with the sleeve of her kimono, and finally when the marble is worn completely away, that 

is one kalpa.  If you investigate this scientifically I suppose you could calculate how many years that 

would be.  But just in our heads it would be pretty impossible to figure it out.  But that is not the 

only one, there are lots of different ways of understanding what a kalpa is.  And this one (I said at 

first?) is the easiest way.  If you take a pencil and piece of paper, and an hour or so and figure it out, 

you can probably figure out how many trillions and billions and millions and thousand of years it is.  
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Anyway, twenty kalpas is a long time. 

 So anyway, it takes these twenty kalpas to complete the living activity, and then the state of 

having completed the living activity continues for another twenty kalpas.  But then after that has 

been completed the activity of dying begins.  And then after another twenty kalpas the condition of 

not needing to do dying anymore is finally arrived at.  This is the world of emptiness, the world of 

perfect zero.  And this lasts twenty kalpas as well.  So all told we have eighty kalpas.  So it takes 

this Great Cosmos eighty kalpas to do the activity which brings the complete, perfect cosmos into 

being.   

 And we live in this Great Cosmos.  So we who live in the Great Cosmos, to do the complete 

activity of our very way of being also must do these four stages traditionally called formation, 

continuation, destruction, and annihilation.   

 But getting back to where we were before, U and Mu have separated and the “I am” self was 

born.  When mother, child, and father become one that is the activity of zero.  And when that 

activity of zero has been done for twenty kalpas finally the condition of not needing to do living 

anymore is reached.   

 This very uninteresting story, and long, why did I tell it?  I mean why does Buddhism tell this 

long uninteresting story?  It is actually up to each one of you to manifest the wisdom which clearly 

sees the purpose of stories like this.   

 This cycle of formation, continuation, destruction, and annihilation which takes eighty kalpas 

actually repeats.  That cycle repeats endlessly.  That is the very nature of this universe.  And right 

in that universe, existing right together with that universe is the self which says “I am.”   

 What I am saying is that you “I am” selves must never fixate yourselves.  You are right here in 

the universe, together with the universe, acting with the universe, and even the universe isn’t fixating 

itself, so you must never think of your self as a fixated thing.  

 But the time has come for us to stop, so I would like to stop here, but if I could just receive your 

clear understanding of this one idea, that it is a mistake to fixate yourself, and if you don’t fixate 
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yourself that is what is not a mistake, then we can move on in our investigation of the koan of Joshu’s 

Mu. 

 

終 

the end 


